The semiempirical Hamiltonians MNDO, AM1, PM3, RM1, PDDG/MNDO, PDDG/PM3, and SCC-DFTB, when used as part of a hybrid QM/MM scheme for the simulation of biological molecules, were compared on their abilities to reproduce experimental ensemble averages at or near room temperatures for the model system alanine dipeptide in water. Free energy surfaces in the (φ, ψ) dihedral angle space, 3 J(H N ,H R ) NMR dipolar coupling constants, basin populations, and peptide-water radial distribution functions (RDF) were calculated from replica exchange simulations and compared to both experiment and fully classical force field calculations using the Amber ff99SB force field. In contrast with the computational chemist's intuitive idea that the more expensive a method the better its accuracy, the ff99SB force field results were more accurate than most of the semiempirical methods, with the exception of RM1. None of the methods, however, was able to accurately reproduce the experimental data. Analysis of the results indicate that the specific QM/MM interactions have little influence on the sampling of free energy surfaces, and the differences are well explained simply by the intrinsic properties of the various QM methods.
Introduction
Semiempirical (SE) methods to solve Schrödinger's equation have been extensively tested, compared, and adjusted for more than 20 years now. Those tests, however, generally focus on the method's ability to reproduce static data such as optimized geometries, heats of formation, reaction energies, and spectroscopic parameters, usually at zero temperature. Recent advances in computer processor technology, parallel programming, and availability of supercomputer clusters have allowed computational chemists to apply a broader range of methods to systems of ever increasing size and complexity, pushing the semiempirical methods beyond the limits for which they have been designed. The compromise between accuracy and speed provided by semiempirical (SE) methods now allows for significant sampling and treatment of much larger systems without complete forfeiture of quantum mechanical effects, opening the possibility of their application to computational studies of biological molecules in their native environment. For example, SE methods have already been applied in studies ranging from enzyme reactions [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] to solution structures of peptides [42] [43] [44] and even to structural studies of whole proteins. 45 Their native implementations in popular biomolecular simulation programs such as AMBER [46] [47] [48] and CHARMM 49, 50 promise to make the use of hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods even more widespread.
For conformational sampling, one can imagine a hierarchy of methods with different computational costs, which are generally believed to be directly proportional to the method's accuracy. On one end would be the faster force field methods, followed by the polarizable force fields, then semiempirical methods, and finally the much more costly ab initio and density functional methods. As computer capabilities increase and the use of semiempirical methods for larger systems becomes more accessible, it will be tempting to, at some point, just completely discard the use of empirical force fields. In such conditions, it is important to ask the question of whether those SE methods really are the most appropriate for the problems under consideration, including very large systems not included in their parametrization sets. There is no doubt QM methods are required for situations where intrinsically quantum processes such as bond breaking and forming, tunneling, or charge redistribution are important. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] However, the SE QM methods currently available have been parametrized against small molecules and reactions, usually to reproduce gas-phase data. 2, 20, 27, 28, 32, 34, 57, 58 The parameters thus obtained are not guaranteed to be fully transferable to biological molecules in their natural surroundings.
The present work compares the performance of a series of commonly used SE Hamiltonians when used as part of a hybrid QM/MM scheme for the simulation of biological molecules, from a thermodynamics point of view: we focus on their ability to reproduce ensemble properties at or near room temperatures, and at conditions that approach the real biological environment of such molecules. We present results for a model system composed of the alanine dipeptide (Ace-Ala-NMe, Figure 1 ), an alanine unit blocked by an acetyl group at the N-terminus (Ace) and an N-methylamide group (NMe) at the C-terminus, which is treated quantum mechanically by a semiempirical method, immersed in explicit water, treated classically. Such small peptides make very convenient models for the study of the conformational properties of biological molecules, providing important insight into the understanding of protein folding and dynamics. 59, 60 Small and flexible, those molecules are often better described as ensembles of fast interconverting conformers, providing an outstanding experimental and theoretical challenge. 61 Furthermore, interactions with the environment are very important, and results from gas-phase experiments and calculations can seldom be extrapolated to the more biologically relevant condensed phase.
We compute free energy surfaces in the (φ, ψ) dihedral angle space, 3 J(H N ,H R ) NMR dipolar coupling constants, basin populations, and peptide-water radial distribution functions (RDF), compare with available experimental data, and discuss the results on the basis of the differences between the methods. Our results show that, for the ensemble properties analyzed in this work, the latest generation force fields were able to offer results of higher accuracy than most of the QM methods examined. Furthermore, the specific effect of the QM/MM interactions is small, and the differences are well explained by intrinsic differences between the quantum mechanical methods.
Methods

Molecular Dynamics Simulations.
The system composed of the alanine dipeptide in a box with 929 TIP3P water molecules was prepared with the LEaP program, distributed with the Amber package. 46 The peptide molecule was treated quantum mechanically by four methods based on the neglect of diatomic differential overlap (NDDO) approximation, namely MNDO, 33, 34 AM1, 32 PM3, 27,28 and RM1 (a reparameterization of the AM1 Hamiltonian);
2 by a more recent semiempirical method based on density functional theory, SCC-DFTB (second-order selfconsistent-charge density functional tight binding), 57, 58 in its original formulation and with the inclusion of dispersion interactions; 62 by two different corrections to the PM3 energy function: the peptide correction (PC), 63 which adds an empirical force field correction term to improve the description of planarity in peptide bonds, and the addition of the pairwise distance directed Gaussian (PDDG) functions, 6 which differentiates between a wide range of functional groups by the addition of four new parameters per atom; and by a PDDG correction to MNDO, PDDG/MNDO. The water molecules were treated classically with the TIP3P water model, 64 and Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD) 65 calculations were used to ensure adequate sampling of the conformational distribution of the peptides in explicit water. For comparison purposes, some calculations were also carried out with the peptide treated by two deprecated Amber force fields (ff94 66 and ff99 67 ), as well as the two new generation Amber force fields, ff99SB 68 and the ff03. 69 The systems were energy-minimized for 1000 steps to remove possible atomic contacts, heated to 300 K for 200 ps with Berendsen thermostat, 70 and then relaxed to 1 atm pressure for 800 ps with the Berendsen barostat, 70 followed by 1 ns equilibration at 300 K and 1 atm. The systems treated with a QM/MM approach were initially equilibrated using the same procedure and the ff99SB force field and then further relaxed at constant pressure and temperature for 500 ps (1 atm, 300 K) using the QM/MM approach under investigation. With the exception of the minimizations, all calculations used the SHAKE 71 algorithm to constrain bond lengths involving hydrogens, a time step of 2 fs, and periodic boundary conditions with a 8.0 Å cutoff for nonbonded interactions. Long range electrostatics were treated with the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method, both by classical means and with a QM/MM implementation of PME. 47 After the initial equilibration, all calculations used the Langevin thermostat with a 2 ps -1 collision frequency. 72 The replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) calculations used 32 replicas, at the following temperatures (in K) 292. 9 73 for a total of 6 ns (per replica). Snapshots of the system were taken at 1000 steps (2 ps) intervals, for a total of 3000 snapshots per replica. All simulations were performed with a development version of the Amber package 46 containing the new reparametrization of the PDDG/PM3 Hamiltonian, here referred to as PDDG/PM3 (2008) . 74 The analysis shown here was performed including only the snapshots corresponding to a 300.0 K temperature, ignoring the first 10% as a relaxation period. Dipolar Coupling Constants. Dipolar coupling constants were obtained using the Karplus relation, 75 for the frames at 300 K, and using the parameters a ) 7.09, b ) -1.42, and c ) 1.55 derived by Hu and Bax. 76 The final result was obtained as an average of all measures. The φ dihedral angle is shown in Figure 1 , and a plot of the 3 J(H N ,H R ) coupling constant as a function of the φ-angle is shown in the top-left plot in Figure 2 .
Conformational Distributions. The conformational distributions of the peptides at 300 K were calculated according to the populations of specific regions in the Ramachandran plot. For the purposes of this study, the Ramachandran plot was divided into four regions: R, , PP II , and "other". The boundaries between basins are depicted in the upper left image in Figure 2 and detailed in Table 1 .
Free Energy Profiles. The free energies were obtained by calculating the (normalized) probability P of finding the alanine dipeptide in a conformation at a particular region in (φ, ψ)-space from the 300 K trajectories using 2°bins and then converting this number to free energies by ∆G ) -RT ln(P)Z, where ∆G is the Gibbs free energy measured as relative to the highest probability region, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature.
Results and Discussion
A number of experimental 59, 61, [77] [78] [79] [80] and theoretical, 3, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] studies of alanine dipeptide indicate that the potential energy surface for alanine dipeptide in vacuum and in solution are considerably different: while in the gas phase the global minimum is believed to be a C7eq structure (φ ∼ -83°, ψ ∼ 73°), 89 it has been suggested that interaction with water favors the polyproline-II (PP II ,φ ∼ -75°, ψ ∼ 150°) conformation. 
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the "coil library", 99, 100 concluded that the intrinsic backbone preferences determining protein folding preferences are already fully present in the dipeptide. 59 Graf et al. used a combination of molecular dynamics calculations and NMR experiments to obtain backbone (φ, ψ) distributions for a series of alanine polypeptides (Ala n , n ) 3-7), concluding the PP II basin to be the most populated one in all cases, and sampling of the R-region becomes significant only for larger peptides. The preference of the alanine residue for the PP II conformation is also supported by Schweitzer-Stenner et al., who estimated a PP II population for alanine at least 60% in H-(AAKA)-OH. 101, 102 Examining alanine dipeptide by vibrational spectroscopy, Grdadolnik et al. used a decomposition of the amide-III region and of Raman skeletal vibrations to infer the population of the PP II basin as between 60-76%, depending on the method of determination. Table  2 . For comparison, the experimental results of Avbelj et al. 59 are also included. The basin populations obtained for the different basins from the 300 K trajectory, as well as the experimental results of Grdadolnik et al. 103 are shown in Table  3 . Figure 2 shows the free energy profiles at 300 K obtained for the classical mechanical methods. The free energy surfaces It is interesting to note that the only simulation capable of reproducing the experimental dipolar couplings with an error of less than 5% used the oldest parameter set considered here, ff94. This is an artificial effect due to the well-known oversampling on the R-region by this force field, 104, 105 which can be clearly seen in Table 3 and Figure 2 . The coupling constant as calculated from eq 1 assigns values around 6.0 Hz for a φ-angle of ∼75°, as can be seen in Figure 2 . This result also helps emphasize that the 3 J(H N ,H R ) coupling constant alone is incapable of fully distinguishing between basins. The ff99 force field also overpopulates the R-basin with an R-population of about 91%, but the sampling is concentrated at lower values of the φ-angle, as shown in Figure 2 , leading to a larger value for the coupling constant. A similar effect can be seen in the results from the more recent ff03 force field: although it is capable of reproducing the experimental coupling constant within 7%, it still shows the largest population in the R-basin (∼45%). This R-overpopulation issue has been partially resolved on the latest force field, ff99SB, which is the only force field to show the PP II basin as the most populated (Table 3) . However, the population of the R-basin is still too high in comparison to any of the vibrational spectroscopy results. The ff99SB force field also shows a relatively large population of the -basin, implying a slight bias of the force field toward a more extended structure, which explains the higher calculated dipolar coupling.
The results from the QM methods vary just as much as for the different MM force fields. As shown in Table 2 , with the exception of RM1, most QM methods lead to grossly overestimated dipolar coupling constants. With respect to the populations (Table 3) , the only QM method to find a PP II population within the experimental range is MNDO (Figure 3) , the oldest and most primitive of all the semiempirical methods used. This population, however, is concentrated at a φ-range too low: the average φ-angle is around -83.0° (Table 4) , yielding a dipolar coupling constant that is too high (7.67 Hz, Table 2 ). Although supposed to yield better results, the second parametrization of the MNDO Hamiltonian, AM1, completely looses the agreement with experiment, and about 59% of the structures sampled are in the R-region. The sampling of the /PP II -region is again improved in the next parametrization (PM3), with about 48% population in the -basin, and 34% on the PP II -basin. The addition of the peptide correction (PM3/MM) inverts those populations, and PP II becomes the most populated basin with about 43% of the structures in this region, and only 36% in the -region. However, this correction also increases sampling in the R-region, which goes from 14 to 19%. The addition of the PDDG functions, in general, also improves the populations of the PP II basin for PM3 but reduces those populations for the MNDO case. The latest parametrization of the MNDO Hamiltonian, RM1, yields the lowest dipolar coupling constant among the QM methods (6.77 Hz) and also samples the PP II region for most of the structures (51%) but still shows a high population in the R-basin (28%).
In principle, the differences between the calculated values could arise from at least two different sources: the treatment of the QM/MM interactions and intrinsic differences among the QM methods. Analysis of the results indicates the latter to be the case (the former is discussed below). As shown above, MNDO was the only QM method to (fortuitously) find a PP II population within the same region as the experiment. The main issue with MNDO is the underestimation of weak interactions such as H-bond and electrostatic interactions, caused by a spurious repulsion around the van der Waals distance. 24 This in turn leads to the overestimation of steric repulsions and repulsions between nonbonded atoms when their distance is around the van der Waals distance, 20 which would also translate to unusually high rotational barriers. A problem for conventional calculations, this effect here seems to work to increase the population of the /PP II area since, for a fixed φ-angle, a larger ψ-angle leads to less steric interactions.
Evidence in favor of the above explanation is offered by the AM1 results. The spurious repulsions shown by MNDO were remediated during the generation of the AM1 parameters, by the introduction of spherical harmonic Gaussians in the core repulsion function (CRF). This change greatly improved the general results, and AM1 proved a much superior method in relation to MNDO. However, lacking the steric repulsions, AM1 introduces a large bias toward the R-basin (or rather removes an artificial bias toward the PP II basin). This effect can be seen clearly in Figure 3 and Table 3 . As shown in Table 4 , this also leads to a reduction in the average ψ-angle of about 10°for both R and PP II basins.
The bias toward the R-basin was partially corrected during the PM3 reparameterization, as can be seen by the population shift to the upper region of the Ramachandran plot (Figure 3 ). However, PM3 still overpopulates the φ-region around -110°, and it incorrectly predicts the -basin to be the most populated. Another problem that affects mainly the PM3-based models is a tendency for too low rotational barriers around bonds with partial double bond character, such as the peptide bond. As a consequence, PM3 predicts about 45% of the structures to have at least one of the peptide bonds in the cis configuration. An ad-hoc correction, referred to here as the MM correction in the PM3/MM method, was introduced by Stewart in 1990 and included in the MOPAC program 25, 63 but is rarely used in QM/ MM studies of biological molecules. Addition of this correction prevents the cis-trans isomerization around the peptide bond, introduces a very small but noticeable barrier between the and PP II basins, and slightly shifts the /PP II equilibrium back toward the latter. However, the population maximum is still at too low values of φ (∼90°), yielding a high dipolar coupling constant (Figure 4) . Figure 4 compares the effect of two slightly different versions of the PDDG corrections with the original PM3 formulation. The PDDG (pairwise distance directed Gaussian) correction, originally published in 2002, 6 involves the addition of an extra function to the core repulsion terms of PM3 and MNDO, followed by a reoptimization of the parameter set. This function is composed of three or four weighted pairwise Gaussians (for the case of homodimer or heterodimer atom pairs, respectively), effectively adding four adjustable parameters per element, increasing the flexibility of the parameter set and allowing the function to differentiate between various functional groups. After the original publication in 2002, the PDDG parameters were further reoptimized, resulting in the parametrization here denoted by PDDG/PM3(2008). 74 The PDDG/PM3(2002) set is available in the Amber 10 distribution, 46 and the PDDG/PM3(2008) will be included in the next version of the Amber package. It is clear that the addition of the PDDG functions shifts the populations slightly to the PP II region, and the latest set has an even stronger effect, which is corroborated by the increase in PP II population shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 4 , this a The error margin is shown as the 95% confidence intervals calculated using the Student's t-value for an infinite number of measurements. effect is mostly due to changes in the average ψ-angle obtained. On the other hand, the average φ-angles sampled change only slightly between PM3 and the two PDDG corrections, to higher values in the R and PP II basins and only slightly lower in the -basin, and this change is reflected in the calculated
It is also worthwhile to notice that, with the exception of the RM1, the calculated 3 J(H N ,H R ) coupling constants from all MNDO parametrizations fall within a narrow interval from each other (0.58 Hz). The similarity of the 3 J(H N ,H R ) coupling constants calculated by the above methods indicate that those methods are sampling similar regions of the φ-space, which also becomes evident from Table 4 . This similarity is especially noticeable in the PM3-based methods, and seems to point to a specific weakness of the parametrizations which apparently is partly corrected in the RM1 reparameterization. Since RM1 does not introduce any extra term in the Hamiltonian, this weakness is most likely to come from the training set used to parametrize the methods which, in the RM1 case, included a variety of biologically important molecules such as neutral and protonated amino acids, some dipeptides with R-helix or -sheet conformations, the DNA nitrogen bases including the pairs and phosphates, and some saccharides and disaccharides. 2 The SCC-DFTB method has been shown to yield calculated heats of formation mean averaged errors (MAE) somewhat between AM1 and PM3, and much larger than PDDG/PM3, due to an over stabilization of molecules containing S-O bonds. 1 On the other hand, small peptides' relative energies and structures calculated with the SCC-DFTB method are in good agreement with B3LYP/6-31G* density functional theory 106 and ab initio MP2/6-31G* 10 calculations, at a much lower computational cost. In a study of H-bonded systems, 107 it was shown that SCC-DFTB underestimates the H-bond distances in comparison to B3LYP/6-31G*, but those energies are somewhat improved by considering the waters as classical (TIP3P) in a QM/MM scheme. SCC-DFTB has also been shown to reproduce the B3LYP/6-31G* and basis set superposition error corrected MP4/cc-pVTZ(-f)//MP2/6-31G* geometries and energetics of various small peptide models in the gas phase, including alanine dipeptide, in cases where AM1 and PM3 present difficulties, but still underestimates some steric interactions and dipole moments on the C 7 ax conformer of the alanine dipeptide. 87 In a comparison with different classical force fields for calculations of alanine and glycine dipeptides in explicit water, an SCC-DFTB/MM scheme using SPC or TIP3P waters yielded a better agreement with a distribution of angles extracted from highresolution PDB structures than any of the classical force fields employed. 3 An in-house test with our own set of 54 different alanine tetrapeptide conformers (to be published) has shown that the SCC-DFTB relative energies agree with MP2/6-311G* by as much as other higher level methods with the same basis set, while AM1 and PM3 completely fail to reproduce the energy ordering obtained with higher levels of theory. Those results motivated us to implement the SCC-DFTB method into the Amber package allowing its use in a more consistent QM/MM scheme including long-range electrostatics. 48 Our results show that SCC-DFTB overpopulates the R and -basins (Table 3) . As shown by Figure 5 , there is no minimum in the PP II -basin, and the population in this area seems to be mostly due to very low rotational barriers around the (φ, ψ)-dihedral angles. Although R is the most populated basin, the population is centered at a φ-angle around 106° (Table 4) which, together with the high -population in relation to PP II , leads to prediction of a high dipolar coupling constant ( Table 2 ). The addition of dispersion interactions only worsens this scenario, increasing the population of the R-basin while decreasing the and PP II ones. However, it must be noted that the dispersion parameters used were originally derived for nucleic acid base pairs, 62 although they have been used before for the simulation of peptides.
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The QM/MM Interaction Differences in the interaction energies with the classical water molecules may also contribute to the differences seen among the different semiempirical methods. In consideration of this interaction, we calculated the interaction energy at each saved snapshot as where E complex is the energy of the complex formed by the peptide and only the closest water molecule, E peptide is the energy of the isolated peptide at that same configuration, and E water is the energy for this one water molecule. This analysis was performed independently for each peptide conformational basin, and the final results, calculated as an average of the instantaneous IEs, are shown in Figure 6 . All the methods predict higher average interaction energy with the -basin, although the difference as compared to other basins is small and, in many cases, the energies overlap when the error bars are taken into consideration. With the exception of AM1 and RM1, all MNDObased methods predict very low interaction energies as compared to the full classical calculation. Interestingly, AM1 and RM1 predict interaction energies that are very close to the classical ones, and the strongest interaction energies are predicted by the DFTB methods. However, there seems to be no correlation between those results and the basin populations and dipolar coupling constant calculated, an indication that the differences in the results provided by the different methods more likely come from the intrinsic differences among the methods, and not from the way each one interacts with the classical waters. 
The interaction energy between two TIP3P water molecules has been calculated before as 6.83 kcal/mol, overestimating the experimental value of 5.4 ( 0.7. 107 We scanned the interaction energies between one TIP3P and one QM water, where the QM water has the oxygen involved in the H-bond, and the minima obtained are shown in Table 5 . In our calculations, the interaction energy between two TIP3P water molecules was slightly lower, but it is still higher than any of the peptide-water interaction energies shown in Figure 6 .
Although the QM/MM interaction energies' effect on the basin distribution is small, they do influence the distribution of water molecules around the dipeptide, as can be seen in the radial distribution functions plotted in Figure 7 . As could be predicted from the interaction energies, the stronger the IE, the closer to the peptide the waters get, as can be seen in the position of the first RDF peak, listed in Table 6 . Also, in accordance to the conclusion that the IE has little influence on the basin distributions, there is little difference between the RDFs for different basins, as shown in the breakdown in Table 7 .
Conclusions
It is a general dogma in the field of Computational Chemistry that the ability of theoretical methods to reproduce experimental properties is roughly proportional to computational cost; i.e., it should increase as the methods change from force fields to semiempiricals and then to ab initio and density functional theory methods. The present results challenge this dogma, at least from the viewpoint of using classical force fields or semiempirical models to obtain structural ensemble information for biological molecules.
It has been shown here that the specific QM/MM interaction energies between the QM peptide and classical waters have only a very weak influence on the relative populations of the different basins. On the other hand, the extensive sampling necessary for biological calculations amplifies the intrinsic issues of the SE methods. Obviously, with parametrizations, isolated cases may happen where the older or more primitive of the methods occasionally shows better agreement with experimental data due to some fortunate side effect, and this was the case with the population distributions calculated with MNDO, and the dipolar coupling constant calculated from the ff94 coordinates.
Aside from those fortunate side effects, none of the methods employed here could accurately reproduce experimental data such as dipolar coupling constants and population distributions for the simplest possible peptide model. However, one must also consider that, taking for example the population distributions obtained by Grdadolnik of 60-76% PP II , 103 a quick estimate of the free energy difference required to obtain this level of precision, using ∆G ) -RT ln(P I /P II ), indicates that the free energy of the PP II basin should lie only about 0.24-0.67 kcal/mol below other minima, an accuracy level hard to reach even for high-level QM methods.
Comparison with the latest generation of classical force fields shows that results provided by the semiempirical Hamiltonians are not especially closer to experiment than the classical ones. Indeed, results from the classical ff99SB force field are generally in better agreement with experiment than most of the quantum methods. The exception was the RM1 parametrization, which was the only method to show consistently better results, although it still did not fully agree with experimental numbers. This improved performance likely originates from the explicit inclusion of biological molecules in its training set.
We note that the present results do not invalidate current QM/ MM studies: QM methods are still necessary for calculation of processes that involve bond breaking and forming, charge redistribution, etc., while the current force fields may be better suited for structural ensemble property studies. Additionally, it should be noted that most current usage of semiempirical QM/ MM methods restrict the QM region to just an organic ligand molecule and in some cases a few water molecules or side chains, while the backbone energetics are handled by force fields. On the other hand, the partial success of the RM1 method may also point the way for further improvement of the semiempirical methods, with the inclusion of more realistic and biologically relevant molecules in the training sets.
Finally, it is worthwhile to notice that the present work does not include the latest OMx series of semiempirical methods from Prof. Thiel's group, 7 which improve on the existing semiempirical models by the inclusion of orthogonalization corrections. Those methods have been shown to considerably improve on the peptide conformations as compared to AM1 and PM3, 110 to better reproduce the water-water interaction energies in a QM/ MM environment, 111 and have recently been expanded with a dispersion correction term similar to the one used for SCC-DFTB/d. 112 
